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Abstract: Energy consumption has been a key concern of data gathering in wireless sensor networks. The world we
live in today is a world where technology and its developments are the most important thing and our number one
priority. This paper is all about why wireless sensor network are used in digital modulation, also we compare different
modulation techniques. This paper is all about DS-UWB band.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor Networks(WSNs)can be defined a self-configured and infrastructures less wireless networks to monitor
physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature,sound,vibration,pressure ,motion or pollutants and
cooperatively pass their data through the network to main location or sink where.
CHARACTERISTICS OF WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

•
Unique challenges in designing protocol: In traditional wired and wireless networks, each node is identified by
a unique ID used for routing. This cannot be used effectively in sensor networks; since these networks are data centric,
routing to and from specific node is not required.
•
Adjacent nodes may have similar data and it is desirable to aggregate this data and send it. The requirements
of the network change with applications, hence is application specific.

•
Power efficiency as the name sug mobility is the network’s ability to handle mobile nodes and changeable sag
way the design goes it is necessary for wireless sensor networks to be highly responsive in order for it to deal mobility
is the networks ability to handle mobile nodes and changeable data paths.
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•
Thus, the devices are usually built with the ability to work from a power source other than direct electricity.
The optimal method of design would be by reducing the duty cycle of each node.
A.
HISTORY
Wang et al correlates the start-up time with energy efficiency of the network. Authors showed that for higher order
modulations the transmitter is on for a while and thus helps in saving network. Authors et al(2001) [5] suggested that
the binary modulation scheme with an effective start-up power dominant condition is more energy network. Authors
About al (2009) introduced the concept of green modulation over Rayleigh flat-fading channels to ensure efficiency in
modulation.

It has got 2 types DS-UWB transmitter and DS-UWB receiver system can be implemented in a carrier –less fashion
due to the absence of modulating carrier frequency, while conventional narrowband and wide band systems use Radio
frequency (RF)carriers to move the signal-from base-band to the actual carrier frequency where the system is allowed
to separate. So, data transmission has digital pulses substantially simplifies the transceiver circuitry as compared to a
traditional RF radio. The baseband pulsed used by UWB signals have very short time duration in the range of a few
hundred Pico seconds. These signals have frequency response from nearly zero hertz to a few Ghaus there is no
standardisation yet the shape of the signal is not restricted but its characteristics are restricted by the FCC mask.
Parameters of UWB signal
SN Parameter
value
1.
Pulse width (Pw)
3358e-009
2.
Pulse repetition period(Tp) 2.0035e-009
3.
Pulse repetition frequency
4.9913e+008
Tf=1/Tp
4.
Lower frequency(fl)
3.2444e+009
Fh=fc+(1/pw)
5.
Higher frequency(fh)
4.7416e+009
Fh=fc+(1/pw)
6.
Bandwidth(BW)=fh-f1
1.4972e+009
7.
Number of pulse per bit(Ns) 4
8.
Length of PN code or chip rate 11
C.TRANSMITTER SIMULATION
The first step is to design an information Top bit “10110010’’. Secondly, A repetition code represents the simplest type
of linear block code, in particular a single message bit is encoded into a block of identical n bits, producing(n,1)block
code. This is exercised by means of forward error correction method and acts as a channel coder. Generally the channel
coder accepts message bits and adds redundancy according to prescribed rule and exploits the redundancy to decide
which message bit was actually transmitted at the receiver end. In our simulation model, repeat bit is the channel
encoder and de-repeat bit is the channel de-coder
in plan. The outcome is in a network of four lines and four sections. bytes are subbed by means of the S-box query
table. This is the non-direct interaction of the calculation. This S-put away is made of an invertible change in the
limited field GF which is non-straight. To counter assault dependent on mathematical attributes, this S-box is made by
joining the reverse with an irreversible relative change. These case S-box is likewise chosen to keep away from static
focuses.
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•
Shift rows
The columns are converted into a certain number of steps. For AES, these primary column is left unaltered. Every byte
of the subsequent line is moved one situation to one side. Essentially, third and fourth lines are moved two and three
positions, individually.

Figure -1:spreading signal amplitude
Spreading signal amplitude: we used DSSS technique prior with modulation, which greatly reduced the noise
sensitivity(noise immunity).Spreading creates a lower power spectral density than the original signal;
Every segment of four bytes is presently changed utilizing an uncommon numerical capacity. This capacity takes as
information the four bytes of one section and yields four totally new bytes, which supplant the first segment. The
outcome is another new lattice comprising of 16 new bytes. It ought to be noticed that this progression isn't acted in the
last round.
Transmitted signal amplitude(BPAM)
Pulse shaping:Different pulse shapes are proposed for UWB operation. Among different shapes, Gaussian pulse is
suitable for ultra wideband transmission to increase the derivative of the pulse, the relative bandwidth decreases while
the centre frequency increases for a fixed value of pulse width.
E. FEATURES OF WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
1.we must use power consumption for the best purpose
•
Homogeneity of nodes
•
Scalability to large scale of deployment
•
Ability to cope with node failures
•
All computations are performed on bytes rather than bits.
DIFFERENT MODULATION TECHNIQUES
It is clear from the figure it is clear that performances of MSK and other modulation techniques are much better than
QAM .It is clear from the graph that during short transmission distance, consumption of energy is very less. MSk or
BPSK modulation supports data transmission
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CONCLUSION :
DS-USB is a good choice for wireless networks that usually performs operation in harsh environment. This paper
analysed the performance of different modulation technique base station controlled uniform clustering with in WSNs.
Proposed system framework helps in partitioning the sensing area into uniform clusters. Different techniques implied
upon different sensor nodes of WSN.
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